Engineering Council of India (ECI)
Registration of Engineer
Benefits of Registration:
i.

To an engineer:
a) Can add the category title, given to the engineer on registration, to his CV.
b) Will convey to the employer that his domain knowledge is superior to the general lot, hence would result
in higher perks or value.
c) This would instil a sense of pride in his domain, encouraging him to perform even better.
d) Due to the higher technical competence levels of these Professional Engineers, better Indian products
shall be available, thus enhancing the Indian Industrial might in the world arena. Better products mean
more orders, implying expansion of the Indian manufacturing base, resulting in more jobs for Indian
Engineers.
e) Registered engineers can avail a concession up to 10% on the registration fees for our conferences.
f) Registered engineers can avail a concession up to 8% for publication in ECI journals.
g) Registered engineers with their specialization and extraordinary contributions are invited as guest,
keynote speaker or a program chair at ECI conference and events.
h) Registered engineers will be invited to ECI conventions and meetings which are held within a span of a
quarterly calendar.
i)

Registered engineers will be awarded and honoured at ECI’s events for their contribution in the field of
upgradation of the engineering professions.

j)

Registered engineers are notified regarding the upcoming conferences and events held in India and
aboard.

k) Now registered engineers can save more by publishing their research papers at ECI’s conference
proceedings, journals and transactions.
l)

II.

A registered engineer can partake consultancy work/ involve in R&D activity in projects undertaken by
ECI.

To an employer (Industry):
a) Due to the higher technical competence levels of these Professional Engineers, better Indian products
shall be available, thus enhancing the Indian Industrial might in the world arena. Better products mean
more orders, implying expansion of the Indian manufacturing base, resulting in more business
opportunities.
b) Due to higher skills, lower rejections, higher outputs, implying higher profit margins, increased
profitability.

III.

For the Nation:
a) Due to the higher technical competence levels of these Professional Engineers, better Indian
products shall be available, thus enhancing the Indian Industrial might in the world arena.
b) Better products mean increase in exports, better trade balance.
c) Better trade balance means more political and economic clout in the world, for the country.
d) Higher production/ requirements results in Expansion/ more industries imply more jobs,
resulting in enhancement of wellbeing in the society, means better standard of living for the
citizens, more peaceful and docile population.
To a Student:
a) If a student registers during his student days and undergoes the Continuous Professional
Development steps, then the credit thus accumulated would be credited to his Assessment/
Examination results for enrolling as an Ap.E/ Jr.Ap.E, as the case may be.

